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York hit with ‘criminal’ funding cut for teaching
The University has suffered a huge cut in HEFCE funding, but fared better than many of its
peers
By Neil Johnston, News Editor (2012/13)
Thursday 21 March 2013

David Willetts, Universities Minister, has
spearheaded the higher education cuts. Credit:
bisgovuk

The University has suffered a huge cut in funding from the Higher Education Funding Council for England
(HEFCE), but has fared better than many other institutions, including several Russell Group members.
However, recent expansion leading to a £127m net debt means the University could be left in a difficult
financial position with this added pressure.
York’s initial recurrent grant for 2013-14 has been put at just over £44m. This compares to £51m for
2012-13, a 14.7 per cent cut.
Although the figure is slightly higher across the sector it is newer universities that have been hit the
hardest. The total grant for all higher education institutions fell 17 per cent to £4.47bn, while some
universities were hit with cuts as high as 40 per cent.
However it is York’s funding for teaching which has suffered the most and could be of particular concern.
This has nosedived 28.8 per cent from £23m in 2012-13 to £16m in 2012-13.
Research funding fell slightly from £25m to £24m, a three per cent decrease.

Nouse reported earlier in the year that the University was relying more on fees as debt increased.
This combined with a higher gearing ratio, a measure of the University’s dependence on borrowed money,
means this latest announcement could make the financial situation even tighter.
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YUSU President Kallum Taylor commented on the funding cut, saying, “Nobody should be surprised with
the government’s frightening slaying of funding for Universities; we’re seeing cuts right across the public
sector.
“However, Higher Education should have been one of the exceptions to the rule. Now, we face the very
harsh reality of an incredibly risky experiment with people’s futures, and the UK’s long term intellectual
capital.”
He added that the University now needed to focus on what is best for students. “It’s wholly imperative
now that our University here at York list their priorities wisely, and do everything they can in placing a
top-class student & learning experience at the top of that list. This is what the best prospective students
of the future will see, hear and value – and as other institutions fall by the way-side we have to do what
we can to stand out.
“The near 30 per cent cut to York’s teaching grant is absolutely criminal given £9k fees. The University
will have to be more creative, and perhaps more compromising, than ever in winning and generating
private income… Whether it fits our politics or not, the main thing is that our students do not lose out
during their time here, and have stronger prospects than most once they leave here.”
A spokesperson for the University stressed that York was prepared for the cut in funding.
“We welcome the announcement by HEFCE of its initial allocation of grant funding for 2013-14. The total
allocation of £44m is in line with our expectations and will support teaching and research and the
aspirations of our academic departments, staff and students.
“As expected, HEFCE grant has fallen from the previous year’s allocation of £51.5m, which reflects the
gradual change in teaching funding from grant support to tuition fees across the sector.”
Other universities suffered similar cuts to teaching, particularly the Russell Group. Durham saw a 24 per
cent cut to teaching funding and a 17.5 per cent cut overall, while Bath suffered a 29 per cent drop in
teaching income and 17 per cent overall.

Warwick suffered a 24 per cent cut to teaching funding but only an 11 per cent reduction for overall
funding while Exeter received a big cut of 31.7 per cent for teaching funding and 19 per cent overall.
Imperial College London was one of the comparative winners, only losing 10.7 per cent of teaching
funding and a four per cent drop overall.
Leeds saw a 14.7 per cent cut in teaching funding but only 13.5 per cent overall while Lancaster suffered
a 33 per cent cut to teaching funding and a 15 per cent cut to funding overall.
Oxbridge also suffered cuts to teaching but held up over all with high research funding. Oxford saw a 22
per cent cut to teaching, while Cambridge suffered a 21 per cent drop, and overall they lost four per cent
and 4.7 per cent of funding respectively.
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5 comments
dan

25 Mar ’13 at 4:09 pm

Isn’t funny how most of the people who make the decisions to cut the universities budget went to Oxford
and Cambridge and Oxford and Cambridge fair the best out of the cuts. Me thinks many alumni were sent
dinner invitations to get a good spanking from the Master.
 Report

bored

27 Mar ’13 at 4:41 pm

Some of these graphs are ridiculous. How are you meant to compare the 13-14 budget with 12-13 when
you can’t see them side by side. And the pyramid thing is silly and hard to read. You can only see the
percentages one at a time and it’s not proportional. I don’t even know why I’m complaining about this it
just seems like someone got bored and chose the fanciest looking graphs the software had. It makes the
article harder to understand
 Report

Josh

27 Mar ’13 at 6:52 pm

Yes, “bored”. Edward Tufte would not approve.
 Report

Mrs Westrop

29 Mar ’13 at 6:55 pm

1. it is 13.7% cut; not 14.7%.[ie (51-44)/51*100]
2. the ‘nosedive’ is 30 not 28% [ie (23-16)/23*100]
3. research funding fell .04% not 3%
4. it makes no mathematical sense at all to compare % cuts in a pyramid shape graph; indeed it is
political bias because the important fact is the size of the actual grant before the cut because the system
is a subsidised one. For example, if I because I want to be helpful, donate to Oxford £5bn and to
Manchester £10bn, then because I am in financial trouble and have to halve my donations, Oxford gets
£2.5bn and Manchester £5bn. Manchester still gets twice as much as Oxford from my generosity but this
report would say I had savagely cut Manchester more than Oxford but the truth is I gave Manchester
more in teh first place.
5. The anti-cut nonsense propaganda derives from a wrongheaded view that money is an instrument of
fairness. In fact public funds represent hard work by many people, usually poor ones, who have to give up
their pay packets for students and other public spending. If spendthrift institutions have overspent they
should not moan when others have to be less generous.
6. Debt is bad and should be paid back as soon as possible.
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29 Apr ’13 at 8:48 am

Winston wimre
That’s true. What a stupid aeticle. Is Johnstone far Left?
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